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Under the Control of 
Masses 

the Struggling 

THE Anti-Imperialist Congress .ecentlv held in 
Brussels was convened by the League of-Oppressed 
Peoples. In spite of its heterogeneous com

position and the absence of political clarity and class 
demarcation in its ranks it was converted into a definite 
demonstration of solidarity between the proletariat and 
the oppressed peoples. The Congress made onlv the 
first step, and a rather vacillating step, on the- road 
to":ards co-ordinating the class struggl~ of the prole 
tanat in the capitalist countries with the national 
revolutionary struggle of the oppressed peoples. But 
the general situation on the arena of class struggle i!; 
such that even this vacillating step, even this simple 
meeting of representatives of colonial movements with 
~he representatives of the proletariat, can be converted 
mto a factor of real struggle against imperialism. 

The Congress can be converted into such a factor 
in spite of the fact that the colonial movements repre
sented there are in varying stages of revolutionary de
velopment, and the groups of the Labour movement 
represented at this Congress do not pursue the class 
struggle on equally consistent lines. Itr can do so, but 
only if the question of struggle which the Congress 
only approached tentatively, moved bv the sacred hatred 
for the capitalist despoilers of oppr~ssed peoples, con
fronts it as gigantic historical questions for whose solu
tion relentless self-sacrificing- organised struggle under 
the leadership of the workine class is necessary. 

Evidence that such a further development of the 
League is not out of the question could be found in the 
hostility shown to the Brussels Conaress not onlv bv the 
bourgeoisie, but by its watchdogs~the leader.s a""f re
formism. It is a well-known fact that the \Vashington 
Government, which never tires of reiterating its "disso
ciation" from imperialist aims and its " aloofness" from 
European affairs, was very prompt in tendering to Bel· 
gium. good advice : not to allow the Congress to be held 
in its capital. But the attempt to disperse the Congress 
to which delegates were sent from all parts of the globe:. 
failed ; and the bourgeoisie had to rest content witl• 
putting the Congress. rn· quarantine, instructing the 
Vandervelde Government not to allow Belgian workers 
to. associate with the delegates to the Congress, and 

suggesting to the reformist leaders the wise idea of " kill
mg" the Congress by haughty contempt. 

These tactics ended in complete failure as the 
Second and Amsterdam Internationals which honoured 
the Congress by their absence did not succeed in their 
attempts at maintaining a haughty silence. The "Vor
"·arts" has already discharged a regular hailstorm of 
provocative accusations against the Congress. There can 
be of course no doubt whatever that the bark of the 
Social Democrats will be' followed by the bark of the 
ethers. Thus the Congress has very good prospects. 

The characteristic feature of the situation which 
forms the background to the Brussels Conference is the 
growing acuteness of the struggle between oppressors 
and oppressed. \Ve witness, on the one hand, the grow
ing pressure on the part of imperialism, its entry upon 
the path of open conquest (Nicaragua), the most severe 
colonial terror (Dutch Indies, North Africa, etc.), more 
perfect methods for the deception and corruption of the 
native bourgeoisie (British India) but at the same time 
we witness a breach in the most important part of the 
Imperialist front-the victorious development of the great 
Chinese revolution and the rich experience of national 
revolutionary struggle gained by it, an experience which 
certainly has not yet reached other peoples, but is already 
beginning to reach them and to be assimilated. 

DID the Brussels Congress fully app. reciate thi<: 
complicated and many-sided situation ? Dirl ~t 
seriously study this accumulated experience of 

struggle, great mistakes and sanguinary defeats on the 
one hand, and initial important successes and great new 
sacrifices which the form of d.eyelopment will exact on 
the other hand? We have not yet received sufficiently 
authentic documents about the Con_gress to give an ex·· 
haustive answer to this question. That the tasks of the 
struggle were laid down in a very general and indefinite 
\Yay, not up to the level of hard reality, is shown by the 
weakness and ineffectiveness at the Cong:t;ess of the voices 
of those who severely criticised the errors, defection, and 
treachery which unfortunately fill the pages of the his
tory of the national revolutionary movement, and to a 
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greater extent the pages of the Labour movement of the 
Imperialist countries. 

But one thing is certain : the participants in the 
Congress want to destroy imperialist oppression and to 
prevent new ,imperialist wars, and it is just this which 
constitutes the main difference between this Congress 
and the Conference of Second International careerists 
held simultaneously in Paris, where under the cloak of a 
hypocritical and iying resolution against intervention 
the Bureau of the Second International circulated the 
Abramovitch-Churchill formula about Soviet imperialism 
in China. It goes without saying that part of the dele
g-ates to the Brussels Congress made their first stride 
along the road of struggle against imperialism under th€ 
pressure of the masses-driven to it by events them 
selves. But whereas, the growing activity and the con
sciousness of the masses stimulated this Congress to the 
adoption of more real, more honest methods of struggle, 
the same factor only compels the upper stratum of the 
Second and Amsterdam Internationals to look for new 
and more perfect methods of deceit in order to lull to 
sleep the growing watchfulness of the masses and to 
lead their growing activity into a blind alley. This is 
the gulf which separates t!.em from the semi-pacifist 
half-formed tendencies which were represellted in Brus
~els. 

This "desire" to resist the cruel imperi'llist offen
sive, expressed by a section of the Brussels Congress, 
is very characteristic. But will they be able to resist 
this offensive, to keep steadfast in the struggle wliich 
imperialism not only carries on by means of long range 
guns,· squadrons, and the landing of marines, but also 
by the dangerous double game of the reformists ? The 
1ssue of the struggle alone can supply an answer to this 
query. Therefore the most class-conscious and organised 
section of the Congress is confronted with the task of 
driving by its ideological and organisational influence 
these vacillating and not always reliable elements on to 
the path of real struggle, to put up to them the neces
sity for choosing openly and without hesitation between 
the united front of the anti-imperialists and the front of 
anti-imperialist struggle, and to brushaside those among 
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them who choose that which is in the interests of the 
bourgeoisie and against the interests of the oppressed. 

The decisive factor which has considerable import· 
ance to the Brussels resolutions is that this Congress 
was held-nor could this be otherwise-under the in
fluence of the great Chinese revolution. Here, on this 
tront of the anti-imperialist struggle, develop the force<> 
which can give real victory; here also become evident the 
various and growing difficulties which stand in the way 
of such a victory. Therefore it is not mere chance that 
the most active, inspiring and leadil!g role at the Con
gress was played by the chief forces of the Chinese 
Revolution: the Chinese trade unions, the Kuomintang 
and the national revolutionary army on the one hand 
and on the other the representatives of the British pro
letariat, on whom devolves the main duty-that of bring
mg intervention to nought. 

T HE Chinese delegates brought with them from the 
field of relentless, sanguinary, heroic struggle live 
proofs of the important re-groupings which take 

place in the national revolutionary movement when the 
proletariat appears on the historical arena as an inde
pendent organised fore~ and with its vanguard-the Com
munist Party;-becomes the driving force of the entire 
revolutionary struggle. At the same time the Chinese. 
revolution has shown what enormous fighting activity 
and revolutionary energy the peasant masses are 
capable of, provided their spont!lneous rising against the 
imperialist oppressors is linked up with the conscio11 c; 

leadership of the proletariat and is freed from the para· 
iysing influence of bourgeois opportunism. 

The Chinese revolution also bears witness that the 
organisation ~f a united revolutionary anti-imperialist 
front which includes, side by side with the proletariat 
and peasantry, the ruban petty-bourgeoisie and those 
sections of the native bourgeoisie which, to a greater or 
lesser degree, have still preserved their fighting capa
city, is by no means an insoluble task-given stability 
of the labour and peasant alliance and lea~~-rship by the 
proletariat within this alliance. By its very existence. 
the Chinese revolution has shown and is showing to all 
the oppressed, firstly, that it is possible to ]llake a breach 
ui the imperialist front, and secondly, that to do this is 
only possible by open, armed mass struggle. This object 
lesson is of great importance to all oppressed peoples, first 
and foremost to the peoples inhabiting enslaved India. 
Probably the Achilles heel of the Congress is that it did 
not raise in a practical manner the question of the .le$
sons of the Chinese revolution in its adaptation to the 
national revolutionary struggle in India, a struggle in 
which, as shown by the paragraph quoted later, British 
imperialism is still overwhelmingly the victor. 

THE British delegation too contributed to the work 
of the Congress the fruit of its stern experience. 
If this experience is taken honestly and consis

tently into .account, it should .be a guarantee that the 
:resolutions of the Congress will not remain vague good 
mtentions which pave the road to the hell of reformist 
<:pportunism. In spite of the objections of the more 
vacillating elements, paragraphs were included in the 
resolutions of the Congress on a general· strike in the 
event 0£ War I On declaring an embargo and a transport 
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,mrkers' strike for the puropse of preventing the trans
portation of imperialist forces. Prior to the General 
Strike in Creat Britain and the heroic struggle of the 
British miners it was permissible-given a certain 
.:..mount of naivete and short-sightedness-to speak of 
these methods of struggle without considering that their 
real accmplishment requires heavy sacrifices and power
ful organisation. At present naivete and short-sig_htedness 
alone, even if it be the naivete and shortsightedness of 
the Independent Labour Party of Great Britain, does not 
JUstify the use of such expressions without fully realis
mg what obligations they imply. 

The tragic capitulation of the Ceneral Strike in 
Great Britain, at a very critical moment for the bour
geoisie, has shown clearly to the masses not only the 
danger of reformist leadership in this struggle, but also 
that the Ceneral Strike, which is an indispensable form 
of struggle, presupposes in its further de,·elopment a 
gradual transition to hi__g-her forms of revolutionary 
struggle. The defeat of the British miners in spite of 
! heir se If-sacrifice and heroi~m must remain a vivid re
proach to all honest revolutionists when they adopt reso
iutions on embargo and transport workers' strikes. One 
must not forget for a single minute that the Continental 
as well as the British proletariat proved to be too weak 
organisationally to overcome the sabotage of the reform
Ist apparatus, to brush aside the trade union bureaucrats 
and to organise over their heads and on their bodies real 
mpport for the British miners. 

For this organisational weakness, for this lack of 
.Jttention to the appeals, warnings and demands of the 
Communist Inetrnational, the British and also the Con
tinental proletariat is now paying a big price. But after 
this lesson, one should of course first of all carry on a 
relentless struggle against the liquidatory mood which, 
speculating on the treacherv of the reformist leaders, 
1s endeavouring to impair the confidence of the masses 
m the General Strike, as 9ne of the stages of the strug
gle. But at the same time it would not only be naive 
but downright criminal to speak of a Ceneral Strike 
without seeing to it that all the various forms of organ
Isation, without which hope in the success of a Cener.al 
Strike is nothing but a dangerous illusion, are created 
and consolidated. 

FENNER BROCKWAY, the representative of the 
Independent Labour Party of Creat Britain at the 
Congress openly confe~:-ed that "he was ashamed" 

of the policy of the MacDonald Labour Government with 
regard to India and of the· double game of the Labour 
Party with respect to China. \Veil, contrition is a good 
thing. It even gains in importance when, as in this 
case, it is perfectly clear that the main source. of this 
contrition was the merciless criticism of the masses 
From this viewpoint it would be a great mistake to 
under-estimate the importance of the participation in 
this Congress of " Left" leaders, a participation which 
reflects a real intensive and bona fide veering to the Left 
of large sections of workers. 

But if Brockway reckons to give his policy, in the 
iuture also, the form of personal contrition, which can 
be characterised by the saying "without sin no contri-
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tion, without contrition, no salvation," the Labour move
ment will profit very little by this personal self-perfect
mg. Contrition alone on the part of the leaders of the 
Independent Lahour Party is also not enough to "sav~" 
lhem in the e\·es of the working class, just as the k1ss 
exchanged between Lansbury and the representative of 
the Chine:-e nation:1l reYolutio!wn· army is not enough to 
make good the criminal errors of th.e Labour Party and 
the ( ~eneral Council with respect to intervention, and 
Lansbury 's lenient attitude to these errors. 

The working class and the oppressed masses cannot 
l'elp seeing that on the \'ery day when Lansbury demon
strated for the Chinese reYolution his feelings which 
command respect, British imperialism demonstrated in 
the streets of Shanghai the complete impunity of its 
high-handed actions, arranging a 12arade of the forces 
of occupation against the despatch of which the Indepen
dent Labour Partv had not protested with the necessary 
lnergy, in spite -;,f the appeals addressed to it by the 
Communist Partv. Brock\\'av's contrition and Lans
bury's kiss will give nothing t~) the Chinese revolution if 
they are not accompanied b.v the adoption of a system 
of definite action against intervention and war. 

This lack of clarity, half-heartedness and vacilla-
1 ion, which pervaded the Brussels Congress, can only be 
actually overcome if proper organisational work is 
adopted, and \\'illi Miinzenburg was quite right 
when, summing up the work of the Congress, he pointed 
cut that all the anti-imperialist work is still before us 
One can safelv assume that the bourgeoisie and the re
iormist leade1:s will, bv their terrorist tactics, do their 
test to encourage "seff determination" by some of the 
tendencies represented at the Congress and to expose the 
vagueness and vacillation, of which there are so many 
at the Congress. \\'e have already mentioned the first 
:'ignal given by the "Vonrarts" ~ the most sensitive 
barometer of the British Intelligence Department. In· 
formation has alreadv been received that the reformist 
leaders in the coloure.d trade union of South Africa have 
used their numerical superiority in the :{dministration 
for the expulsion from the union of Lagula, the repre
:':entativc nf the National Congress of the Negroes of 
South Africa. Hut this expulsion has aroused the rank 
and file trade unionists. They passed resolutions pro
testing against the reformist disruptionists who curry 
t'avour with the bourgeoisie. If the masses are really 
drawn into the struggle, the anti-imperialist League will 
be placed under control \\·hich will protect it from many 
dangers and errors, and will guide it along the path of 
real revolutionary struggle. 
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Preface to Bukharin' s ''World Econotnics 
and ltnperialistn '' 

N. Lenin 
(NOTE.-In his own Preface to his book, u World 

Economics and Imperialism," Comrade Bukharin 
wrote:-

" A bout two years ago the manuscript (of this book) 
was sent to Russia from abroad, and after falling into 
the hands of the military censorship, found its way, by 
mistake, to the wrong publishing house. After the 
February (1917) revolution, the manuscript was ( dis
covered.' The book was to have been published during 
the July days, but secret service agents and Junkers 
raided and broke up our Party printing press, and paid 
their attentions also to my manuscript. It was dis
covered in an extremely dilapidated state, a considerable 
time afterwards, but an extremely valuable preface 
written by Comrade Lenin, to whom I now express my 
pmfound thanks, was lost." 

Apparently, Lenin attached considerable importance 
to this preface which he wrote in December, 1915, for 
he made a copy df it, which has been preserved in his 
papers, and is now published for the first time by the 
Lenin Institute. 

The manuscript is written with the numerous 
abbreviations so characteristic of Lenin: For greater 
convenience it is here published without the brackets, 
marking where these abbreviations have been u ex
tended." 

The manuscript consists of six small pages of small, 
closely written matter. On the top of the fourth page 
there are some figures, evidently indicating the number 
of words in the manuscript. 

On the top of the first page there is the inscription 
((Copy," and the initials I. V. in Lenin's handwriting. 

THE LENIN INSTITUTE.) 

T HE importance and timeliness of the theme to 
which N. I. Bukharin's book is devoted does not 
need to be particularly stressed. The problem of 

imperialism is not only on~ of the most urgent, one may 
say ·it is the most urgent problem in that sphere of 
economic science which examines capitalism's changes in 
form during modern times. A knowledge of the facts 
concerning this problem, which the author of this book 
has so carefully collected from the latest material, is 
undoubtedly necessary not only for all those interested 
in economics but also for those interested in any sphere 
of modern social life. 

It goes without saying that a concrete historical 
estimate of the present war cannot be made unless this 
estimate is based upon a study of the essential features 
of imperialism, both from its economic and political 
aspects. Otherwise it is impossible even to approach 
an understanding of the economic and diplomatic situa
tions that have arisen during the last ten years; and 
w_ithout this it is ridiculous to expect to arrive at correct 
VIews concerning the war. 

Marxism alone expresses clearly the demands of 
~odern science in this question, and from the point of 
VIew of Marxism the " scientific " value· of methods 

which consist of selecting individual facts, convenient 
for the governing classes of a single country, from the 
whole mass of the diplomatic " documents " and politi
cal events of the day and describing this as a concrete 
historical estimate of the war, can only raise a smile. 
G. Plekhanov, for example, must have totally aban
doned Marxism to substitute a couple of facts, which 
tickled the fancy of Purishkevitch and Miliukov, for an 
analysis of the fundamental features and tendencies of 
imperialism as a system of economic relations of 
modern, highly developed, ripe and over-ripe capitalism. 
By doing this the term imperialism is degraded into a 
sort of term of abuse, directed against the immediate 
competitors, rivals and opponents of the two imperialists 
just mentioned, both of whom stand on precisely the 
same class basis as their rivals and opponents. This is 
not to be wondered at in these days of hackneyed phrases, 
lost principles, philm;QPhies abandoned, and resolutions 
and solemn promises left aside. 

The scientific value of N. I. Bukharin' s book consists 
precisely in the fact that he examines the fundamental 
facts of world economy with regard to imperialism as 
one whole, as a definite stage of development of capi
talism at the height of its development. There has 
been an epoch of relatively " peaceful " capitalism, 
when capitalism completely overcame feudalism in the 
progressive countries of Europe and could develop-
RELATIVELY -calmly and smoothly, " peacefully " 
expanding over enormous territories up till then unoc
cupied and countries which had not yet been drawn into 
the capitalist whirlpool. 

Of course, in that period (approximately that 
between 1871 and 1914) the conditions of life created 
by " peaceful " capitalism were far from being really 
" peaceful," in the military as well as in the class sense. 
To nine-tenths of the population Qf these progressive 
countries and to hundreds of millions of the population 
of the colonies and backward countries this epoch was 
not an epoch of " peace," but an epoch of oppression, 
of torture and horror which was the more horrible 
because it appeared to be " horror without end." This 
epoch has passed away for ever. Its place has been 
taken by an epoch relatively more impetuous, 
cataclysmic, fu,ll of antagonisms,. proceeding not 
smoothly but in leaps and jerks, when the typical 
prospect that is held out for the masses of the popula
tion is not" horror without end," but "a horrible end." 

It is extremely important in this connection to bear 
in mind that this change has been brought about by 
nothing but the direct development, expansion and con
tinuation of the most profound and fundamental 
tendencies of capitalism and commodity production 
generally. The growth of exchanges, the growth of 
large-scale production-these are the fundamental ten
dencies observed in the course of centuries in absolutely 
all parts of the world. At a certain stage in the develop
ment of exchange, at a certain stage in the growth of 
large-scale production-at the stage which was reached 
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approximately at the junction of the 19th and zoth 
centuries-exchange so internationalised economic rela
tions, so internationalised capital, large-scale production 
became so large, that free compdttion began to give way 
to monopoly. 

Enterprises ·' freely " competing among each other 
within each country, and free competition BET\ \'EEN 
EACH COUNTRY, were no longer typical; monopolis~ 
combinations of enterprises and trusts became the nor
mal thing. The typical " ruler " of the world became 
finance capital, which is particulark mobile and 
flexible, and has its ramifications with-in the countrv 
and internationally, is particularly impersonal and 
detached from direct production, i~ easily concentrated; 
and is already so highly concentrated that literalh· a 
few hundred billionaires and millionaires hold the i·ate 
of the whole world in their hands. 

Arguing ABSTRACTLY -thcoretically-m.: might 
l'Ome to the nmdusion which Kaustky reached (by 
another way hut also hy abandoning Marxism), namely, 
that the time is not far distant when a world combina
tion of these magnates of capital into a world trust will 
abolish rivalry and struggle between national financial 
groups of capital, and set in its place financial capital 
inter-nationally combined. Sue h a conclusion, however, 
is as a~stract, vulgar and incorrect as the analogous 
concluston drawn bv our " Struvists " and " Econo
mists " of the '9o'~ of the last century where thev 
drew from the progressive character of ~~pitalism tl;e 
inevitability of its growth and final victory in Rt;ssia, 
either apologetic conclusions (grovelling before capi
talism, seeking conciliation with it, adulation instead of 
fighting) or non-political conclusions (repudiating 
politics or repudiating the importance of politics, the 
probability of wide political upheavals, etc., a mistake 
particularly made by the "economists") or direct 
" strike " condusions ('' general strike " as the cul
mination of the strike movement, forgetting or ig-noring 
other forms of the movement and " leaping" direetlv 
from capitalism to th~ abolition of capitalism hy a strik-e 
method alone). ~ymptoms are to ht· observed which 
indicate that the undoubtedly progrl·ssi\T character of 
modern capitalism, as compared with the s~mi-philistinc 
"paradise " of fre~ competition, and the inevitability 
of the development of imperialism and its final vieton: 
in the progressive countries of th~ world, over " peaL:e: 
ful " capitalism, may lead to th~ same numerous and 
varied political and non-political errors and wrong 
conclusions. 

Kautsky's obvious break with Marxism has not 
assumed the form of repudiating or forgetting politics 
of a " leap OVER " the numerous and varied conflicts' 
shocks and transformations of imperialism, hut the forn~ 
of DREAMS about "PEACEFliL" CAPITALISM. 
" P~aceful " capitalism has given way to nnpeacefu!, 
warhke, cataclysmic impenalism. This Kautskv is 
compelled to admit, for he admitted this as far' hack as 
1909 in a special work which he wrote at the time* in 
which he for the last time drew complete logit·al con· 
c~usions like . a Marxist. But since it is impossible 
stmply and dtrectly to dream after the vulgar fashion 
of a reversion from imperialism to "·peaceful '• capi-
* This ;:~f;rs. t~ ~K~utsky's- "Wcv, zur Macht"-" R.o~~d to 
Power.'· 
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talism, is it not permissible to give these which are in 
fad petty-bourgeois dreams, the form of innocent reflec
tions conl·erning " PEACEFUL ultra-imperialism" ? 
If by ultra-imperialism is meant the international com
bination of national (it would be more correct to say 
separate State) imperialisms, which " could " remove 
the conflicts that are particularly unpleasant, particu
larly alarming and disquieting to the petty-bourgeoisie 
-~-wars, political upheavals, etc.-then why not turn one's 
haek on the deeply riven and cataelysmtc epoch of im
perialism present and approaching and dream of 'the 
relatively peaceful, relatively ha;monious, relatively 
non-cataclysmic " ultra-imperialism," why not turn 
one's hack on the " acute problems " which the epoch of 
imperialism now beginning in Europe has raised ; it will 
he folhnred perhaps by a relatively " peaceful " epoch 
of " ultra-impenalism " which will not demand 
'' sharp " tactics? This is exactly what Kautskv 
says. He says : " ~uch a new phase of capitalis1~ 
(ultra-imperialism) is cnnc~ivahlc at all events theoreti
cally." ·• Is it realisable? \Ve have not sufficient 
premises to he able to reply to this question." ("Neue 
1-eit," .w.IV.1915- Page 144.*) 

There is not a grain of Marxism in this attempt to 
turn one's hack on approaching imperialism and to lose 
oneself in dreams about " ultra-imperialism," the 
r~alis~tio~ of which is uncertain. In this them;y Mar
XIsm IS g1ven up for a " new phase of capitalism," the 
arrival of which its inventor himself cannot guarantee; 
and for ~he present already approaching phase, instead 
of M.arxtsm, \\:e. get a petty-bourgeois and profoundly 
reactwnary stnvmg to tone down antagonisms. 

Kautsky PROMISED to be a Marxist in the future 
acute and cataclysmic epoch, which he could not but 
foresee and recognise quite definitelv in the book he 
wrote in 1909 concerning this future epoch. Now, when 
1t has become absolutely beyond doubt that this epoch 
has arrived, Kautsky again onlv PROMISES to he a 
Marxist i.n .the future epoch of " ultra-imperialism," 
although It ts unknown whether this epoch will come or 
not. 

1 n a word, any number of promises to he a Mar
xist in some '.)/her epoch, hut not no,,·, not under the 
present condittons, not in the present epoch ! .Marxism 
hy promissory note, Marxism to-morrow, and a petty
bourgeois opportunist theory-AND NOT ONLY A 
THEORY-of toning down antagonisms to-dav. It is 
v~ry much like the internationalism which -is very 
w1cles~read ".now~days," intern~tionalism for export 
when mternattonaltsts and Marxists warmly-oh, verv 
warmly-sympathise with every manifestation of inte;
nationalism in the enemy camp, but not in their own 
camJ?, or. in the camp of their allies; when they sym
pathise wtth democracy . . . when it remains -a promise 
of the " allies " ; sympathise with " self-determination 
of the people," but NO'!' of those nations which are 
dependent upon the countries to which the sympathisers 
belong .... In a word, it is one of the thousand and 
one forms of hypocrisy. 

C~n it ~e denied that a new phase of capitalism 
after . tmpenalism-ultra-imperialism-is theoretically 
co~cetvahle? . No. Abstractly, such a phase is con
cetvable, hut 111 practice to stress this means becoming 

(Continued at foot of next page.) 

~ Th~ passage quoted is from Kautsky's article " Zwei 
Schnften zum Umlernen," "Neue Zeit," No. 5, 1915. 
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The Re-Grouping of Forces in the Chinese 
Revolution 

A. Martynov 

I N connection with the intensification of class anta
gonisms in China the VII. Plenum of the E.C.C.I. 
declared : '' At the oresent time the movement is on 

the threshold of the thrrd stage, on the eve of a fresh
re-grouping of forces. At thi~ stage of development the 
driving force consists of an alliance bearing a still more 
revolutionarv character-an alliance between the prole
tariat, the fleasantry and the urban petty-bourgeoisie, 
from which the larger section of the big capitalist bour
geoisie has been removed. This does not mean that the 
whole bourgeoisie as a class falls out of the national 
liberation struggle. Besides the petty and middle bour
geoisie, even certain sections of the big bourgeoisie may, 
for some time, march with the revolution. At this 
stage in the movement, however, the proletariat more 
and more assumes the leadership." 

The Plenum connected this inevitable re-grouping 
of the forces of the revolution with the growth of the 
peasant movement, concerning which the resolution of 
the Plenum declares : " Not to put the agrarian revolu
tion in a prominent position in the programme of the 
national revolutionary movement, for fear of losing the 
irresolute and disloyal co-operation of a certain section 
of the capitalist class, would be wrong. This would not 
be the revolutionary policy of the proletariat. The 
Communist Partv must be free from such an error." 

Since the Plenum of the E.C.C.I. took place, the 
intensification of class antagonisms in town and country 
has advanced considerably in China, as a result of the 
further development of the Labour and Peasant Move
ments, particularly in Hunan and Hupeh, and also as 
a result of the increasing pressure of the imperialists 
and the growing menace of open intervention. Both 
these phenomena have stimulated the Right Wing of the 
movement, inclined towards concessions and compromise 
with the imperialists. As a result of this, friction and 
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an opportunist repudiating the acute problems of the 
present clay for the sake of dreaming about future pro
blems that are not acute. In theory it means ceasing 
to base oneself on the real development which is pro
ceeding, but DETACHINC oneself from this develop
ment for the sake of dreams. There is not the slightest 
doubt that the development of events is going IN THE 
DIRECTION of a single world trust, which will absorb 
absolutely all enterprises and ali States. But this 
development is taking place under such conditions, at 
such a rate, amidst such antagonisms, conflicts and up
heavals-not only economic, but also political, national 
and others-that BEFORE THINGS REACH THE 
STAGE OF THE SINGLE WORLD TRUST-the 
stage of " ultra-imperialism "-the world system of 
~ational groups of finance capital-imperialism-must 
tnevitably collapse, and <;"apitalism will become converted 
into its very opposite. · 

D~c~mber, 1915. 
V. ILYIN, 

conflict have broken out between the representatives of 
the provincial authorities on the one hand, and the 
masses on the other ; the teinper of the masses is re
flected in the Left Wing of the Kuomintang. 

The Left \Ving represents a considerable majority 
in the Kuomintang. At the Second Congress of the 
Kuomintang, held. in January, 1926, 16S of the 27S 
delegates present belonged to the Left and Communist 
\\'ing; the Centre was represented by 65 delegates, and 
the Right \Ving by 45· Of the 25o,ooo members of the 
Kuomintang, besides 7o,ooo soldiers, the Left and Com
munist \Ving has 15o,ooo representatives, while the 
Right \Ving and Centre has only 30,ooo. Nine-tenths 
of the local organisations of the Kuomintang are under 
the leadership of the Left \Ving and the Communists. 

In spite of this, a certain section of the National 
Covernment and the army command adhere to the 
Centre, which has the support of the industrial bour
geoisie, and in proportion as the enemy armies collapse 
and considerable sections come over to the side of the 
revolutionary army, the Right Wing element and the 
generals in it become stronger. 

A Liberal Philosopher 

The principal intellectual leader of the Right Wing 
Kuomintang is Tai Chi-tao. The essence of his 
philosophy is as follows : the class struggle is denied, 
society is not divided into classes, but into the educated 
:mel the uneducated. It is the mission of the educated 
and ruling section to represent and protect the interests 
of the uneducated masses. As against class dictator
ship it advocates revolutionary dictatorship, a govern· 
mcnt combining all classes which will " bring about 
Socialism " in the spirit of Sun-Yat-Sen during the 
process of the National Revolution. This group ignores 
the Communist International as the centre of the world 
revolution and aims at achieving a national revolution, 
i.e., a bourgeois revolution. Accordingly, it is inclined 
to take up the fight most aggressively against British 
imperialism, which is openly attacking the Chinese 
national revolution. 

The actions of the generals and of the national 
government sometimes correspond with this philosophy, 
particularly in the provinces. Formally they accept the 
radical decisions of the Kuomintang, in which the Left 
\Ving predominates; but in practice they do not always 
carry out these decisions unless extreme pressure is 
brought to bear on them by the masses. 

·when Chiang Kai-shek set out on the northern 
campaign, power in the Kwantung province was left in 
the hands of the Centre group of the Party. In the 
meantime, however, the strength of the Left Wing in 
the Kuomintang and outside of it increased considerably, 
and its influence spread to the broad masse!> of workers, 
peasants, merchants and students. In the \Vhampoa 
military academy 90 per cent of the students adhered 
to the I-o~eft Wing. Tbe m:~"s~~~ w~r~ <iissatisfied witll 
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certain of the measures adopted by the Kwantung 
authorities, and on these grounds a Plenum of t~e 
central committee of the Kuomintang was convened m 
the middle of October, at v,·hich the members of the cen
tral committee and representatives of the district organi
sations were present. A considerable majority of the 
delegates at this Plenum belong to the Left Wing, and 
the decisions taken by the meeting also were determined 
by the Lefts. The Plenum passed a resolution demand
ing the return of the leader of the Left \Ving, Wang 
Ting-wei to his post as chairman of the Party. A 
resolutio~ was also passed calling for disciplinary 
measures to be taken, including expulsion of the Right 
Kuomintangists, who attended the Sishan Conference 
(at which it was decided to form a special Right Wing 
Kuomintang organisation). The meeting confirmed the• 
necessity of maintaining the alliance with the U.S.S.R. 
and drew up a programme of measures in the interests 
of the workers and peasants. One of the new leaders 
of the Left Wing, Kan Ne-kang, wrote a pamphlet in 
which he argued that the peasantry must serve as the 
class basis of the Kuomintang. 

The decisions of the Plenum of the Central Com
mittee of the Kuomintang did not call forth any formal 
protest on the part of the generals, or of the central 
government, but they are not being carried out. The 
old Kwantung provincial government, led by Ku Ing
fung, was removed from office last September. The 
government which took its place last November is not 
composed of a Left Wing majority; in fact only two.. 
members of the government belong to the Left. In 
Chiashow and Panho conflicts have taken place· between 
the local authorities and the workers. 

Anti=Strike Laws 

52 

Apparently as a retaliation against two strikes, 
which broke out in Canton as a result of friction between 
the workers and the local authorities (one at the arsenal 
in May, 1926, and the other a strike of bank clerks 
which took place on the 6th of Dec~mber, 1926) on the 
sth Janua-ry, 1927, the Canton Government passed a 
new strike law by which the workers are prohibited from 
carrying arms during demonstrations, from arresting 
merchants and factory employers, and from confiscatin? 
their goods. This law also provided for the establish~ 
ment of compulsory arbitration for the settlement of 
industrial conflicts. It contains certain paragraphs 
which protect the workers: strike-breaking and 
organising rival trade unions in the same enterprise is 
forbidden, big employers are prohibited from joining 
the trade unions, two months' wages are to be paid to 
the workers as compensation in the event of factories 
being closed down without due cause, wages are to be 
paid during strikes, etc. But in addition to these para
graphs which protect the interest of the workers there 
are others which restrict the freedom to strike to a far 
greater extent than is required by the needs of defence 
during the revolutionary war. For example, the law 
introduces compulsory arbitration, not only in enter
prises concerned with military supplies, finance and 
municipal enterprises, but also enterprises supplying 
the general needs of the community, without a strict 
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definition being made. Under these paragraphs it would 
be possible to include all and every enterprise. 

The energetic action of the masses, the vigilance 
and activity of the Left ·wing element, frequently rectify 
at once the errors of the provincial authorities. For 
example, in Swatow the reactionary Mayor has been 
dismissed. Again, owing to the strong pressure brought 
to bear by the Left \Ving, Ku Ying-feng, the Canton 
Government Commissioner (a reactionary who defended 
the interests of the landlords and the gentry), was dis
missed and a follower of the Left Wing leader Wang 
Tin-wei, Chang So-yen, was appointed in his place. 
Commander Ho Ying-kwang, who in consequence of the 
war in Fukien had to withdraw his troops from Tung
kiang, in the east of Kwantung, was obliged to abandon 
his hostility to the workers and peasants in order to 
be able to protect his rear with the aid of the latter. 
This gave the result that Tungkiang, which was 
formerly a stronghold of the Right Wing, is now coming 
more and more under the influence of the Left Wing. 

Right Wing Weakness 

We have said- that through the vigilance of the 
Left Wing and the Communists it has been possible to 
rectify the errors of the provincial authorities. But the 
very fact that these mistakes are made with increasing 
frequency helps the Right Wing of the Kuomintang to 
raise its head and try to mobilise its forces. Some re
markable things are to be observed in the Right Wing 
at the present time. For example, a prominent Right 
Wing Kuomintangist, Ching Wei-feng, declared that: 
" Our most important task at the present time is to go 
on with the northern expedition ; we should not insist 
so much just now upon our slogan of ' Down with im
perialism.' " Another Right Wing Kuomintangist, 
Bai Lia-wu, said : " Apparently the Great Powers are 
ready to recognise the National Government; we must, 
therefore, cease the anti-imperialist movement in order 
to remove all obstacles to this recognition." 

These statements are characteristic and are evidence 
of the fact that the revival of the Right Wing is closely 
connected with the pressure which the imperialists are 
bringing to bear upon the Canton Government by send
ing· their cruisers to Shanghai on the one hand, and by 
their liberal promises on the other. In this way the 
imperialists hope to split up the national-revolutionary 
movement and to win over the Chinese bourgeoisie to 
their side. 

Communist Policy 

On the whole, our Communist Party is carrying on 
a correct policy, and is fully in touch with the political 
situation, but the extremely difficult and complex task 
which confronts it, owing to the growing acuteness of 
class antagonisms in China, give rise to Right or Left 
Wing deviations among certain comrades. For example, 
some comrades defend the principle of arbitration in all 
industrial disputes without exception. The government 
arbitration court would indeed serve as a sufficient 
guarantee of the interests of the workers if the Com
munists were in the government and had a determining 
influence in it. But this is not the case yet, and for 
that reason the workers roused to the fight by the revolu
tion cannot abandon the right to strike, insofar as this 
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right does not directly run counter to the interests of 
the revolutionary war. 

On the other hand, certain comrades betray Left 
deviations. The political report submitted to the Extra
ordinary Conference of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of China held on December 13, 1926, 
contained the following facts, for example. One Can
tonese comrade declared : " The Kuomintang died on 
~larch 20, and on l\Iay 15 its body became decomposed. 
\\"hy should should we hold a decomposed corpse in our 
arms? " These 1wrds express a very dangerous Left 
deviation. In the first place it is ;_ot true that the 
Kuomintang has decayed. As "·e have seen its influence 
among the masses is increasing and the influence of the 
Left \\"ing in the Party is increasing. The task, there
fore, is not for the Communists to abandon the Kuo
mintang, "·hich the enemies of the Chinese revol'ution 
would be very glad to see, but to increase the influence 
of the Left majority on the Government and on the 
army. 

A Dangerous Mistake 

A similar and dangerous mistake is made by the 
Canton organisation of our Party. In the report of the 
latter there is the follmYing statement : " As for the 
Left ""ing, it may be said that this is non-existent." 
The report of the Central Committee quite rightly 
remarks in this connection that this statement is called 
forth by the " lack of proportion " in the understanding 
on the part of the Canton district organisation of the 
term Left \\"ing. The Canton comrades are so dissatis
fied "·ith the fight of the Left Kuomintangists for the 
agrarian ~evolution, \Yhich is indeed far-reaching, that 
they consider that the Left \\"ing does not exist at all. 
This is \\Tong. The Left \\"ing and the Communists 
cannot be measured ,,·ith the same yard-stick. To the 
extent that the Lefts are prepared to continue the \\·ay 
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against the imperialists and the reactionary militarists, 
and in so far as they are prepared to support the fight 
for the immediate demands of the peasantry against the 
landlords and the gentry fot· the reduction of rent and 
interest, and for the organisation and arming of the 
peasantry against the landlords and the reactionary 
militia, etc., they cannot be ignored as a driving force 
of the revolution. On the basis of this incorrect appre
ciation of the Kuomintang, our comrades who betray 
these Left deviations come to the \\Tong conclusion that 
" we are on the side of the masses against the national 
government . . . that from the conflict between the 
masses and the national government emerges the con
flict beh,·een the Communist Partv and the Kuomin
tang." From these \Yards it logically foll~ws that the 
task of the Communist Party at the present time is not 
to win influence in the national government and to per
meate it, but to overthro\\· it. If this view were widely 
adopted in our Party it would cause considerable rejoic
ing among the enemies of the Chinese revolution. 

In the report of the Central Committee, it says 
further that in the Kuomintang \Ye have not conducted 
properly the policy of compromise beh,·een the artisans 
and office employees on the one hand, and the middle and 
petty traders on the other-in Changsha and \\"uhan, for 
example-and that the excessive demands put forward 
by the artisans and office employees in these cities com
pelled the middle and petty traders to join with the 
Chamber of Commerce against the trade unions. If 
this is what happened, then the mistake must be put 
right. Since we aim at bringing about an alliance 
between the proletariat, the peasantry and the urban 
petty bourgeoisie under the leadership of the proletariat, 
it is perfectly clear that, while resolutely defending the 
interests of the artisans we must approach the interests 
of the small traders with extreme caution in order not 
to give the urban petty bourgeoisie a pretext for break
ing a\Yay from the revolutionary alliance and rushing 
into the arms of the counter-re,·olutionary big bour
geoisie. 
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The Right and Left deviations revealed by certain 
of our comrades in the Chinese Party are to be ex
plained by the lack of a distinct understanding _of the 
character and peculiarities of the Chinese revolutw~, as 
a result of which the actions and speeches of certam of 
our comrades are dictated by their moods. Conse
quently they deviate from the correct an? co~sistent 
proletarian policy, in spite of the very best mtentiOI_IS. 

In the discussion on the revolution on the Chmese 
question at the VII. Plenum of the E.C.C.I., it was 
pointed out that an analogy could be ~r~wn between _the 
Russian revolution of 1905 and the Chmese revolutton, 
but that at the same time the latter bore some very 
specific features. 

~ight and Left Errors 

The first of these specific features is that it. is 
directed against imperialism, and that it is proceedmg 
under conditions of declining capitalism, and therefore 
that it can be victorious only in alliance with the 
U.S.S.R. and with the revolutionary movement of the 
world proletariat; that in the conditions of the stru~gle 
against imperialism the dictatorship of the p~oletan_at, 
the peasantry and the urban petty bour~eo~s1e (which 
will be established for the purpose of ach!evmg the de
mocratic aims of the revolution and the national libera
tion of China), if it is successful must inevitably ~row 
into the social revolution ; that consequently the Chmese 
national liberation movement is part of the world pro
letarian revolution as distinct from previous national 
liberation movements which were part of the general 
democratic movement. The lack of a distinct under
standing of this specific feature of the Chinese revol':
tion and of the strategy that logically follows from th1s 
is the cause of RIGHT DEVIATIONS by various 
comrades which reveal themselves in the half-hearted 
resistance offered to Tai Chi-taoism and to the actions •If 
the Right Wing. . . . . 

The fact that the Chmese natwnal hberatwn 
movement is directed against imperialism and against 
the encroachments of foreign capital in China creates 
another feature which distinguishes the Chinese revoln·· 
tion from the Russian revolution of 1905, a distinction 
which is ignored by those comrades who betray LEFT 
DEVIATIONS. Unlike Tsarist Russia, modern China 
suffers from the general invasion of foreign capitalism 
and is a semi-colony. For that reason in the first stages 
of the Chinese revolution the revolutionary front was 
much more extensive than it was in Russia in 1905. 
In Russia in 1905 the revolutionary movement was led 
by the proletarian Party. That party was the first 
anti-government party to arise, and was the unques
tioned leader of the revolutionary movement. The 
liberal bourgeoisie in Russia, from time to time, 
dragged at the tail of the proletarian party, and _every 
time a hitch took place in the movement they tned to 
come to a compromise with the Tsarist autocracy. The 
situation in China is altogether different. 

Owing to the oppression of imperialism in China, 
which affects not only the workers and the peasants but 
also the young industrial bourgeoisie whose development 
is hindered by foreign capital, the revolutionary move
ment in China embraces large sections of the bourgeoisie. 
Unlike Russia in 1905, the initiative of the revolution 
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in China in 1919 emanated from the industrial bour
geoisie and the bourgeois intelligentsia. Owing to this 
and also to the fact that China had become split up, it 
was possible for the revolutionary war to break out 
under the leadership of generals who are closely con
nected with the bourgeoisie but fought against the feudal 
governors, the northern militarists and against 
imperialism. 

Need for Concessions 
Hence in determining its attitude towards the 

national government and the leaders of the revolutionary 
army, the Communist Party of China cannot simply 
copy the tactics of the Bolsheviks in relation to the 
Russian liberal bourgeoisie of 1905. The Chinese Com
munist Party, as the Russian Bolsheviks were in 1905, 
is confronted with the urgent problem of establishing the 
revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat and the 
peasantry (and urban petty bourgeoisie), under the 
leadership of the proletariat. But the path to this 
dictatorship is not the same as it was in the case of the 
Bolsheviks in 1905. 

\Vhile marching towards this goal, the Communist 
Party must take care, however, to avoid putting a spoke 
in the wheel of the revolutionary army led by the bour
geois generals and the national government; on the con
trary, it must support their revolutionary work. This 
peculiar situation dictates to the Communist Party of 
China the task of establishing the revolutionary dictator
ship of the proletariat, the peasantry and the urban 
petty bourgeoisie, at the present stage, at a time when 
the Communists are not yet directly in power, to strive 
to weaken the dictatorial propensities of some of the 
nationalist generals by strengthening democratic liber
ties and not by an open struggle for the overthrow of the 
dictatorship of the General Staff and its substitution by 
the dictatorship of the oppressed classes. 

The peculiar circumstance of the Chinese revolu
tion, the fact that it is directed against imperialism, 
which oppresses various classes of the Chinese popula
tion and partly also the peculiar economic structure of 
the country, brings it about that the dictatorship of the: 
revolutionary classes towards which the Communist 
Party of China strives, as distinct from the dictatorship 
for which the Russian Bolsheviks strove in 1905 must. 
unite, not only the proletariat with the peasantry, but. 
also the proletariat with the urban petty bourgeoisie, 
i.e., the artisans and the petty traders, who represent 
a large proportion of the Chinese population, numbering 
about ten million. In so far as it is anticipated that this 
alliance will be a fairly prolonged one, the proletariat 
of China will have to make concessions to the urban 
petty bourgeoisie and particularly to the petty and 
middle bourgeoisie which the proletariat in Russia was 
not called upon to make in r905. 

Flexibility 
The peculiar circumstances of the Chinese revolu

tion, that it comes face to face with powerful world 
imperialism which is threatening direct intervention, 
brings it about also that the Communist Party of China 
must reveal considerable flexibility on this front, it 
must strive to utilise the antagonisms between the 
various imperialist States. This partly explains the fact 
tnat the Communist Party of China in the present stage 
of th(~ revolution supports the bourgeois autonomist 
movement in the three provinces of Kiangsu, Anhwei, 
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~i:Jrl Chekiang, to serve as a buffer between the revnlu
ti• ·nar~ forces and the principal base of the Shangha~ 
militarists. 

\\'e see that owing to the peculiar conditions of th~ 
Chinese revolution the Communist Party must reveal 
extreme flexibility. But the change must be made. :\ 
re-grouping of the forces of the re\·olution is inevitable 
and cannot be postponed. The fight against the bour
geoisie for the leadership of the revolution is the imme
diate task. The task of establishing the revolutionary 
alliance between the proletariat, the peasantry and the 
urban petty bourgeoisie must not he lost sight of for a 
single moment. This will determine the future 
prospects of the Chinese revolution, viz., whether L'hina 
develops along non-capitalist lines, whether the Chinese 
revolution becomes a link in the world proletarian rl'Vo
lution, or whether China adopts a bourgeois system in 
\rhich its position as an economic vassal of world 
imperialism is maintained. How is the goal to he 
attained? This question was replied to by the resolu
tion of the Yll. Plenum of the E.C.C.l. In order to 
assure the leadership of the proletariat in the revolution, 
the Communists, \rhile extending their work among the 
masses, establishing a mass ,,·orkers' and peasants' 
organisation, and relying upon them must, first of all, 
join the l'\ational ( ~overnment; secondly, strengthen 
their positions in the army, strive to,occupy leading posts 
in it in order to establish dose contact between the revo
lutionary army and the workers' and peasants' organisa
tion. Only if this is done will the :\'ational Covernment 
carry out -a consistent policy completely corresponding 
with the interests of the workers, the peasants and the 
urban petty bourgeoisie. Only if this is clone \rill 
ren>lutionan· order \rhich is so essential for the revolu
tion, he est;~.hlishecl 'and in many cases will it be possible 
to settle conflicts which at present are settled by strikes 
and spontaneous peasant mo\·ements by means of govern
ment arbitration committees and by gon:rnment deaees. 

The question is: Can this aim be achie,·ed? \\'ill 
the Communists succeed in securing participation in the 
government \\'ithout a lletermined conflict with the exist
ing authorities, without a Sl'nmd revolution? In our 
opinion this is not impossible. The Communists and 
the class~s with which they are connected already play 
such an important part in the Chinese revolution that, 
as indeed is dear to all, the gains of the revolution 
which have been achie\'t~d alrealh· could not have been 
achieved without their aiel. :\!though the army plavs 
an important part in the Chinese revolution, it \\~ould he 
foolish to believe that it operates in a \'acuum or to 
ignore the fact that its successes have been to a large 
degree determined by the revolutionary movement of the 
masses and their leaders. 

How Workers Helped 

It should not be forgotten that the consolidation of 
the power of the Canton Government and of the strength 
of the Canton army would have been impossible, if it 
were not for the strike of the Hong Kong workers. It 
must not be forgotten that the northern expedition would 
have been impossible if the Shanghai strikes had not 
made the revolutionary movement of China nation-wide 
It must not be forgotten that it was the workers wh~ 
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seized the Hankow concession. It must not be forgotten 
that although they are mercenaries, the soldiers of the 
revolutionary armies are nevertheless recruited from 
among the proletarianised peasants, and that their firm
ness is to a large degree determined by the sweep of the 
revolutionary peasant movement. ( )n the other hand, 
it must not he forgotten that if the demands of the pea
santry are not md and the peasants in disgust abandon 
the ren>lution, it will be doomed to defeat, as has been 
pron~d by the unsun:essful fighting between the Kuo
minchun and \\'u Pei-fu, who was able to take advantage 
oi the discontent of the peasantry. 

It is hardly necessary to point out that the wide 
sweep and the victories which the Chinese revolution has 
nmr attained would have been impossible were it not for 
its allianl'e \\'ith the U.S.S.R. and the world proletarian 
revolutionary mm"Cment. Finally, the Communists have 
had favourable influence upon the strategy of the 
nationalist generals by removing the antagonisms 
bet\n:en them and helpmg to establish a United Front 
among them. The ren>lutionary army might have 
suffered a very serious defeat in Kiangsu had it not been 
for the Left elements, as the result of whose efforts two 
army corps came to the timely assistance of the fighting 
revol utionarv forces. 

Because" of all this, the fulfilment of the immediate 
tasks of the national-liberation mo,·ement the unification 
of L'hina and its liberation from the e'ncroachment of 
\\'orld imperialism, is impossible unless the working 
class and its Communist Part\' take the lead in alliance 
with the world proletariat. . And prel'isely for that 
reason the partil·ipation of the Communists in the 
g-owrnment becomes possible without verv much trouble. 

The enemies of the Chinese n.·voluti;m are perfectly 
well aware of the enormous part played by the Com
munists, and know that hut for them the backbone of 
the revolution \\'ould have been broken long ago. For 
that reason in their campaign against the Cantonese 
armies, who are certainly not led by Communists, the 
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principal aim of the northern militarists is to eliminate 
the " snake" of Communism from China. In this cone 
nection the political declaration issued by Sun Chuan
fang on December 26, is quite characteristic. This de
claration commences with the following words : " I have 
undertaken the expedition into Kiangsu in order to de· 
fend my provinces. Unfortunately I have been deprived 
of this province. If this were a questio11 of my personal 
interest, or the interests of my name, I could find a way 
out, but now I have determined to continue the war 
against our enemies in order to save our country from 
the danger of being over-run by Soviet Communism." 
In conclusion the declaration states that ·as soon as this 
aim has been achieved, as soon as the Communist hydra 
in China has been beheaded, Sun Chuan-fa-ng will be 
prepared to resign from all his posts. 

\Vhile the avowed enemies of the revolution admit 
that it is impossible to suppress the revolution without 
destroying the Communists, on the other hand, even the 
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unreliable and inconsistent friends of the revolution in 
China have a glimmering of the fact that without the 
Communists the Chinese revolution cannot be victorious. 
It is a remarkable fact that none other than Tai Chi-tao, 
the philosopher of the Right Wing, in a speech de
livered to the students of the Sun Vat-sen university 
in Canton, at the time when the last conference of the 
Central Committee was being held last October, stated 
that: " The Communists in our Kuomintang are the 
locomotives, we Kuomintangists represent passenger or 
freight cars. Without the locomotives the cars would 
not move, without the Communists the Chinese revolu
tion cannot associate itself with the world revolution." 

It is precisely l.llis important part which the Com
munists play in the Chinese revolution, equally 
admitted both by the enemies and the friends of th~ 
revolution in spite of their wavering and irresolution, 
which indicates that the strategy of the Communist 
Party of China drawn up by the VII. Plenum of the 
E.C.C.I. can be carried out if the Communist Party of 
China exerts every effort to do so. -

Class and National Struggles • tn Palestine 
A. Shami 

I N spite of the obstacles which British Imperialism 
puts in the way of the development of the country, 
capitalism nevertheless is making progress. The 

character of agriculture is slowly but surely changing; 
the number of plantations in the country is increasing 
The development of agriculture is causing a con§iderable 
increase in the number of agricultural workers employed. 

But parallel with the increase in the demand for 
labour power there is also an increase in the supply. A 
rapid process of class differentiation is taking place in 
the rural district~. The upper strata of the peasantry 
are adopting more intensive forms of cultivation, while 
the lower classes are becoming more and more im · 
poverished and are being compelled to seek employment 
on the big Arabian and Jewish plantations. Thousands 
migrate into the towns and increase the army of unem
ployed there. In the towns the number of Arab work
shops and factories is .. increasing and a transition from 
hand manufacture to factory production is to be observed 

Since 1925 the country has been experiencing a 
severe economic crisis. At bottom this is a crisis in the 
Zionist speculati~e enterprises, and the general crisis 
is but a reflection of this. Consequently, the effects 
of the crisis are experienced more severely by the Jewish 
workers than by the Arab workers. Of the 32,000 

registered Jewish workers 8,ooo are totally unemployed, 
and the majority of these have been unemployed for over 
a year. The number working short-time is 4,ooo. 

Unemployment 

The workers wl10 suffer most from unemployment 
are those of the building trades. The number of unem
ployed Arab workers is not less than 1o,ooo. Several 
tl.wnsand re.fugess fled from Syria owing to the suppres
swn of the revolution there, have further increased the 
number of unemployed. 

Although the government takes over £1 ,ooo,ooo 
fr<?m the population of Palestine it does not spend a far
thmg for the relief of unemployment. 

The prolonged slump in the labour market has led 
to a very serious deterioration in the conditions of labour. 
From August 1925 to 1926 wages have been reduced to 
one-third and even one-fourth. The wages of the Arab 
workers have also dropped from 20 to so per Cent. For
merly the Jewish workers used to earn considerably 
more than the Arab workers, but now the wages ~f 
both categories have become more nearly equal. 

To a considerable degree this is due to the fact that 
the Jewish trade unions, affiliated to the Amsterdam 
International, refused to carry on work among the Arab 
workers. The equalisation of wages took place not as a 
result of the wages of the Arab workers being· raised 
but because there wa~a bigger drop in the wages of the 
Jewish workers than in those of the Arab workers. Until 
recently the working day of the Arab workers ranged 
from 10 to 14 hours; now the Jewish urban workers have 
been compelled to sacrifice the 8-hour day and work from 
10 to 12 hours a day. 

Wages Halved 

This is the situation in the towns. In the 
"colonies," however, where the Zionists have artificially 
concentrated 1o,ooo Jewish workers, the wages of the 
Jewish workers have in many cases dropped below the 
level of the wages of the Arab workers (6-8-10 piastres 
per day). In order to intensify competition among the 
workers and to cause wages to fall still lower the Jewish 
farmer employeq employ Bedouins from remote dis
tricts, who are content to accept from 3 to 4 piastres per 
d~. . 

After the steady depressio11: of the economic con
ditions of the workers the bourgeoisie have been carry
ing on an attack, for the past few months against the 
political rights of the workers. In a number of factories 
organis_t;d ~orkers are dismissed and unorganised 
workers are taken on in their stead. The property 
owners' and farmers' organisations are striving, not 
without success, to deprive the workers of the right to 
vote in local self-government bodies. 
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'1\othing has been done to promote measures for th,· 
social defence of the worker!:'. A labour protection law 
has been passed, for example, according to which the 
,mrker who meets with an accident receives compensa
tion-but only on the following conditions: (r) if he has 
been employed by the same employer for not less thai! 
three ,-ears; (2) if it has been established bv the court 
that t-he aL·cident occurred \\·hile he \l"as ftilfilling his 
duty for the employer. This law does not apply tP 
agricultural workers, or to workers employed in small 
enterprises, or to office workers-not even to railwa\' 
employees (the latter ha\'e been declared to be "casual;' 
workers) . 

No Factory Laws 

The la\\· docs not pro\'id':' for factory legislation, awl 
this alone nullifies the whole ad. :\t the same time 
another law "·as passed prohibiting picketing or any 
attempt to influence strike-breakers; in a word, depril·· 
ing the \\·orkers of the possihility of striking. 

It is not surprising that the rapid deterioration of 
the conditions of the 1mrk·~rs is causing considerabli.' 
emigration from the country, particularly among the 
J e11·s. In the first quarter of H)2S q,ooo immigrants 
arrived in the countn· and Son left, "·hereas in the fourth 
quarter 2,55I persoris arrin'<1 in the country and 2,570 
emigrated. 

Owing to deterioration ;n the conditions of the Jew
ish workers, a J~rocess of class differentiation is taking 
place within the Jewish l·ommtmity similar to that 
taking place among the .\rahs. The causes of this pro· 
cess are as folltms: Capital employing methods of frank 
exploitation has taken the place of nationalist-philan
thropic capital which concealed the process of exploitatio,J 
of the 1mrkers. The grn\\tll of capital has relie\'ed the 
Zionist organisations of the necessit\· for supporting the 
"Socialistic" experiments of the Histadrut, the Jewish 
Labour organisation. The following figures excellently 
ilustrate this fact. In H)2; the membership of urban 
Labour "collecti\'es" (produl·ing co-operati\'e groups) 
was I ,$22 whereas in H)25 it had dropped to I, qo. The 
situation with regard to rural "collectives" is no better 
In IQ2.') 41 per cent. of the agri~·ultural workers in the 
country were organised in communes, and 2S per cent. 
\H're organised on ~·o-opcrative stK'ieties --tiS per cent. in 
all. The number of wage WJ1rkers \\·as then only 32 per 
cent. In H):?fi the total membership of all collecti,·es 
was only 6; per cent. 

The piece-work svstem introdul·cd _through th 
medium of the " Hista~lrut" enabled the employers to 
force down wages. The enormous number of unemployed 
still further an'elerates the pnk·ess of reducing wages 
To this shoulrl he added also the increasing employment 
of female and child labour (I I ,ooo working women and 
6,ooo children) . 

The Labour Movement 

As a consequence of the worsening of conditions of 
labour the class struggle has become more intensified 
Strikes are increasing both in frequency and in dimen· 
sions; severe economic conflicts are breaking out. 
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The development of economic conflicts in the prin 
cipalcities, such as Jaffa, Jerusalem, Haifa, is seen from 
the folltming table:--

Numher of 
i'l'umher HtrikPrs Numher of 

Year. of Htrikes. involved. davs lost. 
I9I9 40 's6o 
ll)20 -~ 4·1 S9I 
I921 ') 25) :..775 
ll)2 2 '.) 400 I ,99_1 
Il)2,'> 27 h,)4 6,044 
H)2,j .)~ l)t)O I9,79~ 
IlJ2S (first half)... :;o I ,,).)4 rS,S73 
The above table refers onlv to strikes that have 

taken place among the Jewish . workers ; there are no 
preL·ise statistics of strikes among the Arab workers, but 
their number is increasing. 

During recent years strikes ha\·e broken out which 
exdusiveh· affected .\rah workevs. For example, there 
was the ~trike at the Yilanda brick and tile works, :i 
strike of masons in Nablus, a builders' strike in 
?\azareth, a strike of carpenters in Haifa, of dock 
1wrkers in Jaffa, and of agricultura I labourers in Reder. 
Even this scanty information is sufficient to indicate the 
grmrth of class. antagonism~ among the Arabs and con
sequent!_,. of the class consciousness of the :\rab workers. 
Side In· side 11·ith this we observe an increase in their 
desire .to organise. 

In ll)2 I -2 2 there was hardly a single organised Arah 
\mrker, hut towards the end of H)20 .100 .-\rab workers 
belonged to the Histadrut and over I ,ooo :\rab workers 
belong to ,-arious national unions. 

Government Attitude 

.\t first the government maintained an attitude 'lf 
neutrality towards the ecolwmic struggll·. The .causes 
of this were _(I) the stnH~ggle was very limited in scope ; 
( 2\ the l'Conomic struggle dirl not seriously affect British 
interests for the reason that at that time there were no 
British enterprises in the country; (;) for political 
reasons the go,·ernment adopted a condescending attitude 
ttm·ards the Histadrut. During the last two or three 
years, ho\\·ever, the situation has d1anged considerably 
.\ number of British enterprises are already in operation 
and others are being established (the Haifa port, the 
Ruthenhurg Electrical Cnmpany, the Jackson conces
sion, the L'ement works, etc.) . The political conditions 
of the country have also changed. Consequently the 
government has recently been intervening more and more 
in economic conflicts. 

.-\rrests have. taken place not only of revolutionary 
workers but also the extremelv moderate re.rresentativec; 
of the Histadrut. The police actively assist strike
breakers and dispers~ strikers. This kind of activity 
makes itself felt most particulat"ly in connection with the 
efforts to organise the Arab workers. The government 
knows very well that if the Arab workers are organised 
successfullv the whole character of the Labour move
ment in the country will be entirely changed. It was 
this that prompted the government to pass the Labour 
law alreadv mentioned. 

Up t~ 19.25 the Histadrut was the only industrial 
organisation in the country (with the exception of the 
revolutionarv Central Bureau of Trade Unions whicn 
was establi;hed in 1925, but was short·lived, and the 
organisation committees established in l922). Since-
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1925, however, several Arab Labour organisations have 
sprung up (Nablus, Haifa, Jerusalem, Jaffa, Nazareth 
and Bethlehem) . 

The Arab Labour organisations are as yet somewhat 
weak, but there is every prospect of their development 
In connection with the beginning of a Labour movement 
among the Arab workers there is a marked tendency 
among the Jewish workers, even those who have formerly 
been entirely under the influence of the Zionist parties, 
towards international organisations. 

The National Movement 
Immediately after the war the national movement 

in Palestine increased considerably. In 1919 the firs: 
Arab ·congress was called ; it put forward the demand 
for independence. The congress elected an executiv~ 
committee with Musa Kaizim Pasha as chairman. Mus-

. sulman-Christian dubs were established all over the 
country, the object ot which was to organise the national 
movement against the British-Zionist occupation. In 
spite of the facJ that the movement swept in large sec 
tions of the population and bore a revolutionary charac · 
ter, the majority of the leaders were large· feudal 
landowners who sought to reach a compromise with tht 
British, and therdore carried on their agitati_on among 
the masses not against the British, but against their 
Zionist agents. The same attitude was adopted by th~ 
delegation that was sent to Europe to seek support 
among British Conservative circles, as well as by the 
clubs and newspapers in Palestine.- Hanging round on 
the doorsteps of British peers of course produced 
nothing. 

The majority of the old leaders of the Palestinr 
national movement are prepared to compromise with th:o_ 
British if they can obtain certain privileges for them 
selves. This is perfectly well understood by the British, 
and therefore their efforts are directed towards disrupt
ing the national movement by making all sorts of "con 
cessions" iind by setting one group against the other. 

Election Dope 
At the present time the British are trying to disrupt 

the national movement through the medium of the mum
cipal elections. Hitherto, the municipal commissions 
were appointed by the British. T~e establishment of 
municipal elections at the present tlme has a two-fold 
purpose; first, to distract the attention of the !JOpulation 
from the demand for the establishment of a parliamen· 
tary regime in the country, and secondly to cause discord 
am~ng the nationalist leaders in the fight ~o obtain seats 
on the municipal bodies. The right to vote is based on 
an extremely high qualification (so much so that in cer
tain towns only a few hpndred citizens have the right to 
vote) and the elections take place according to religious 
deno~inations. The British have achieved their objec~ 
brilliantlv. 

The- attention of the population is wholly absorbec 
i~ the elections, arottt!d which inter-tribal conflicts are 
taking place. The prin~ipal tribes: t~e Husseins, 
Nashishibi, Dazhani and others are fightmg for seai:s 
a11d influence in the municipalities. The British and the 
Zionists, . including tqe Zionist Socialist parties, an· 
taking part in the ·election confli~ts and support thl! 
Nashashibi tribe against the Hllssems. 
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In recent years events in Syria have influenced the 
national movement in Palestine, and the radical elements 
are increasing in influence. The latter are largely con 
trolled by "Istiklal," the Arab revolutionary party. 

The \.A»mmunist Party 

The Communist Party, which was first known as 
the Socialist Party of Palestine, was established in 1919 
It was broken up- by the authorities J~ ~921 and is now 
with great difficulty again gathering Its forces. . At the 
same time the Party is purging itself of all surv~vals of 
reformist and Jewish national ideology (Poale-Zwn) as 
well as of the ultra-Left and anarchist elements. In 
1924 it was accepted as a sect~on of the Co~intern and 
since then it has devoted considerable attention to work 
among the Arab toilers. 

The Party has always devoted most of its attention 
to work among the organised workers. At the ~nd uf 
1922, when the Congress of the ~istadrut Hagl~ltt-tn~ 
General Workers' Union-was bemg held a special trade 
union body was formed known as the. Labour groul? iu 
the Histadrut. This Labour group had Its representatives 
at the Congress, and when the Congress ca~e to an :nd 
it carried on considerable TJropaganda work m spreadmg 
the principles of the R.I.L~U. Clubs were formed in all 
cities which carried on systematic work. A number of 
publications were issued both in the Jewish and Arab 
languages. The Labour group had a large following of 
Arab workers. Its influence grew and it began to repre 
sent a serious menace to the Histadrut leaders. In the 
spring of 1924 the Labour group was expelled from ~he 
Histadrut for "betraying the interests of the Jewish 
people and the proletariat of Palestine." Not only were 
the members of the Labour group, who were known to 
the Histadrut leaders, expelled, but it was also resolved 
"to expel in the future all those who share the views of 
the group and continue its activity in any shape or 
form." Up till now over 200 members of the group have 
been expelled. 

Right Wing Treachery 

The leaders of the Histadrut, after expelling the 
members of the Labour grour, betrayed the latter to the 
police. Its clubs were closed down and the group d:
clared to be an illegal body. Those who belong_ to It 
are liable to arrest in the same way as those belongmg to 
the Communist Party. 

In spite of all persecution, however, the La~ur 
group continues to exist. It publishe~ !iterature (wh1ch 
is frequently confiscated by,the authonties). 

In 1925 the "Unity" movement sprang up .. Th ~ 
platform of this movement is : national and int:rnahonal 
unity of the trade union movement. The Umty mov:
ment soon became a mass movement. For example, m 
spite of very strong intimidation over 2,~oo signat~re<: 
were obtained for a petition to the Executive Committee 
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on the Histadrut (September, 1926) to withdraw the 
ban upon the Labour grou~~- Three conferences were 
called, one in the Jaffa district, one in Haifa, and one 
national conference (in December, 1926). The latter 
conference was extremely successful, 8o delegates being 
present of \Yhom 20 were Arabs, representing 2,ooo 
workers. 

This conference caused a commotion. The press 
devoted considerable attention to it, and mention \Vas 
made of it even in the Syrian and Egyptian press. 

The success of the Unity movement has attracted 
the attention of the leaders of the Histadrut as well as 
of the police. The leaders of the movement are alread.f 
being threatened vvith expulsion; the Unity dubs are 
being dosed down. 

The idea of Unity is permeating the most conserva
tive and hi:herto most " patriotic " sections of the agri
cultural \Yorkers. A Histadrut " opposition" is springing 
up among them. 

In spite of the fact that all "suspects" wer~ deprived 
of votes, the opposition ticket at the elections of the 
Third Congress of the Histadrut, December, 1926, ob 
tained 250 votes. The influence of the Party and the 
Unity movement is also permeating the independent 
Arab trade unions. 

Police Terror 

The Partv has to work under most extremelv diffi
cult condition~<;. The police terror against the ~eyolu
tionary moyement in the country is increasing. The ex 
tent of this terror may be judged from the fact that 
during the first year in which the order declaring the 
Labour group to be an illegal body \\·as in operation, 70 
persons were arrested for belonging to the Communist 
Party or to the Labour group and the total sentences 
passed upon them amount to 20 years' imprisonment. 

In addition to the British terror operating in th(: 
country, there is the public terror exercised against the 
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" Bolsheviks.'' In this are combined the Zionist bour
geoisie, the Socialists affiliated to the Second Inter
national, and the Mohammedan clerical reactionaries. 
Any weapon is regarded as good enough to use against 
the Communists, ranging from denunciations to ~h{ 
police to assassinations. 

The most serious weapon employed against th·. 
Communists is the economic bovcott. As soon as a 
worker earns the reputation of b~ing a good Communist 
he is immediately discharged from his employment, anct 
every measure is taken to prevent this "traitor" and 
"atheist" from obtaining employment elsewhere. There 
are manv members of the Partv who have not been able 
to obtai~ a single day's emplo}·ment in the course of a 
whole year. 

Party's Difficulties 

"Factionalists" are removed from the registers of 
the Labour Exchanges and no unemployed or sick bene
fit is paid to them. The sick insurance authorities ar~ 
even prohibited from rendering medical assistance to 
Communists and their families when they require it. 

Another difficulty which the Communist Partv has 
to encounter is that- of th? national antagonism~ anci 
diversity of the language. Since 1923 hardly a single 
month has passed but one of more persons have been 
killed in conflicts arising from national and religious 
antagonisms. All agitation for solidarity and joint or
ganisation between the Jewish and Arab workers 1S 

regarded as "Bolshevism.'' In view of the numerous 
and di\·erse languages every campaign requires a dis
proportionately large numbe .. of workers and forces 

The country is not a large one, and the working
class representes a small section of the population. It i3 
sufficient for a working man to speak out once or twice 
in the opposition for him to become a marked man long 
before he joins the Party. All these difficulties creat·! 
extremely complex circumstances for the Communis~ 
Party and compels it constantly to seek new paths ani 
methods of Party work. 
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The Manoeuvres of 
[This article was written before tile publication of 

Chamberlain's Note to Russia. It appeared as an 
ttnsigned editorial in one of the weekly Russian and 
German editions of the "Communist International.] 

T HE British Conservatives appear to be somewhat 
disappointed. \Vhen they organised their campai15r:. 
against the U.S.S.R. conducted with such per

sistence and cynicism for mat>y months, they hoped that 
with the opening of the new session of Parliament that 
the speech from the throne would contain a bold challenge 
to the Soviet Government. It turned out, however, that 
not a word was contained in the King's speech concern
ing the "most burning question that ever engaged th<:> 
minds of all right-thinking Englishmen, the need to 
expel the Soviet diplomats and the Soviet agents, who 
have so seriously abused their privileged positions." 
(" Daily Mail.") The same note of disappointment is 
heard in the amendments to the Address that were uut 
forward bv some of the Die-Hards in the House of Com
mons. These Die-Hards are not satisfied with the fact 
that the King's speech promised them legislation to stop 
almost any kind of trade union activity whatever. Nor 
have they been consoled hy the "peaceful" declaratio.1s 
made by the Government concerning China, which were 
followed even before the debate on the King's speech was 
finished by the despatch of troops to Hong-Kong and 
Shanghai. They wanted thte King's speech to breathe 
threats to all the enemies of British imperialism, in 
England as well as outside it, and particularly to t lw 
Union of Soviet Republics, the very existence of which 
intensifies the movement for freedom of the oppressed 
peoples. 

The Campaign Against nussia 

How is Baldwin's silence concerning the U.S.S.R. 
to be explained ? It would be a mistake of course to 
believe that it implies a serious change in the policy of 
the British Government. The leaders of the British Em 
pire were not only aware of the campaign of lies anJ 
slander conducted against the U.S.S.R. right up to the 
opening of Parliament; they actualy led this campaig-n 
This campaign was not conducted only in the British 
Isles; a whole army of British agents was scattered over 
the whole world, worked and continued to work witl1 
astonishing zeal for the mobilisation and the consolidatio'l 
of all the forces of reaction which could in one wav tJr 
another be used in the attack ag~inst the First \Vorker.> 
Republic. The British Imperialists may even boast of 
their agents having achiev<:d certain successes in thi..; 
work. At the time when the official and unofficial 
British press is subduing its tone towards the Soviet 
Government, the close Fascist friends of Mr. Winsto • 
Churchill are shouting very loudly about the "burning 
question" concerning which Mr. Baldwin found it ex
pedient to remain silent. \Ve knovv also that the work 
of the British imperialists has been crowned with success 
in Lithuania, and that it is being continued with in
tensity in all parts of the world. 

Naturally, we must come to the conclusion that there 
has been a hitch in the conspiracy against the Soviet 
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Union, or that a definite tactical manceuvre is being 
worked out. 

In order properly to understand the tactical li_n:: of 
the Baldwin Government, we must understand the mter
relation of forces in Britain itself. \\'e have already 
pointed out in these columns that the Conserv~tiv-·~ 
Government loosened its belt, as it were, after the mmers 
had been compelled to accept the severe conditions im
posed upon them by the minwwners. The ruling classe; 
of England were literally i:ttoxicated with victory. Even 
to this very day their enthusiasm and joy know no 
bounds; they proudly announced to the world t~at a 
smaller number of miners turn oul a larger quantity of 
coai and more cheaply than formerly. They are not in 
the least concerned with the fact that their victory has 
resulted in the increase of the army of unemployed, an 
increase in the number of accidents in the mines and a 
deterioration in the conditions of the whole working 
class. That does not trouble them in the least. All 
thev know and are concerned about is that they have 
managed to get their own way and secure a reduction 
in the price of their commodities at the cost of reducing 
the standard of living of the workers. 

The Conference of Execution 

At the same time the last few weeks have brought 
many surprises to the rulin,r classes of Great Britain. 
During the miners' lock-out and the nine-days General 
Strike the Government had every ground for believing 
that t.hev could control and ciirect the Labour movement 
by relying not only upon the leading group of the Labour 
Party, headed by MacDonald, but also upon the General 
Council of the Trades Union Congress. The first stage 
of the struggle-the General Strike-\Yas liquidated noc 
by the Government, but by the General Council. All the 
documents that have been recently published in connec · 
tion with the Conference of Trade Union Executives 
show in an astonishingly convincing manner that duri:1g 
the course of these nine great days the General Strike 
was growing and becoming consolidated from day to 
day. On the day of black treachery of the General 
Council, May 12th, the General Strike had not y:::~ 
reached it~ zenith, it was still growing and developing. 

vVithout any special effurt on the part of the Govern
ment, this great battle, which objectively was ~ menace 
to British imperialism, was betrayed by the General 
Staff of the Labour movement. In the months that fol
lowed the General Strike the General Council continuerl 
lovallv to serve the mineowners' Government. \Vhile 
the: C"nnference of Trade Union Executives was discuss
ing the report of the Ceneral Council, on January 2oth 
and 21st, Baldwin could triumphantly declare that he 
acted with certainty of success wh~n he proposed that 
the leadership of the miners' struggle should be concen
trated in the hands of the Ceneral Council. The Con
ference of Trade Union Executives did not utter a single 
word of condemnation of the mineown~rs, of the Baldwin 
Government, or of the capitalist offensive which found 
expression in the miners' lock-out. The conference 11·as 
concerned more with fightmg Cook and the miners 
while the General Council was sufficiently strong to se-' 
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cure a vote of censure of the miners in order to prevent 
any attempt on the part of the Minority to discuss the 
real sense of the struggle which the miners had waged 
for seven months and which ended so tragically. In it:; 
outbursts of patriotic loyalty, the conference went so 
far as to refuse to discuss a resolution on the menace of 
war which was. moved in connection with the policy of 
the British Government towards China. 

The Baldwin Government of course had every 
ground for hoping and assuming that it would get the 
support of the entire bureaucracy of the Labour move
ment, i.e., of the Labour Party and the trade unions, in 
its imperialist adventures. The speeches delivered by cer
tain Labour leaders on mc.st important questions of 
international policy would appear to have justified the 
optimistic expectations of Baldwin the peace maker and 
his colleagues. It tur,ns out, however, that the Govern
ment was cruellv deceived in its calculations. It did not 
take into accou~t the wide gulf that separated the broad 
masses of the workers from the permanent officials of the 
Labour movement. - This gulf has become wider and 
deeper during the last few months. First of all 
MacDonald and J. H. Thomas had to learn that they 
could not ignore the temper of the masses of the prole
tariat, and later Baldwin had to confess that the British 
working class was still alive and flourishing, and that it 
was impossible to settle any serious questions of inter
national policy without taking their moods and aspira
tions into consideration. 

Rank and File Awaking 

It is necessary to deal with the events of this strug
gle in greater detail. It was already clear at the time 
the Conference of Executives was being held that an 
active section of the working class was far from sym
pathetic towards the policy adopted by the General 
Council, led by Thomas and Pugh. In spite of the fact 
that there is a fair number of reactionary and com
promising officials in the mmers' union, the miners at 
this Conference made a d.efinite indictment against the 
General Council. 

The miners' conduct proved that the General Council 
can represent and lead the 'vvorkers only as long as its 
policy does not run contrary to the direct interest of the 
workers. The miners, who were compelled to taste the 
bitter fruit of the treachery of the General Council, ad
vanced in serried ranks against the rest of the trade 
union bureaucracy. 'The miners enjoyed enormous sym
pathy among the workers engaged in other braches of 
industrv. This is ind1eated not onlv by the success of 
the Co~ference organised by the l\fi1;ority Movement in 
the important industrial centres in England, but also by 
the fact that the Conference of Executives dared not 
accept the proposal made by the ~liners' Executive to 
submit the report of the General Council and the 
counter-rer.ort of the 11iners' Executive to a referendum 
of the trade union membership. The conference even 
feared to vote on the question, and preferred to accept 
the explanation of the Standing Orders Committee that 
it was not encessary to submit the question to the trade 
union membership, which so splendidly responded to the 
call for the strike and which was roused to such indig
nation by its unexpected liquidation. 
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J.R.M. Excels Chamberlain 

At this time, however, the Labour leaders had not 
yet sufficiently judged the temper of the masses of the 
workers. MacDonald with cynical effrontery delivered 
speeches defending the policy of the British Government 
in China. In this he went even further than Lloyd 
George, praised the "sensible" policy of Sir Austen 
Chamberlain and tried to assure British public opinion 
that the British Government had sent its very best peace
makers to China, and that they would be able to settle 
all controversial questions w~thout resorting to pressure 
J. H. Thomas went even further than Ramsay 
MacDonald and defended the despatch of troops, his only 
concern being that they should be ·'sent in sufficiently 
large numbers. MacDonald was disturbed by only two 
minor circumstances: he feared "Communist intrigues" 
in England and the "irresponsible conduct of the mob" 
in China. In other words the leaders of the Opposi
tion tried to excel Chamberlain and exercised all their 
authoritv to discredit the "mob" in China and the Com
munists- in England. 

Meanwhile the servile leaders tried to help the 
British Government in thLir campai~n against the 
U.S.S.R. In this Clvnes, Snowden and Citrine distin
guished themselves ab"ave all others. Clynes thou.vht this 
the most convenient moment to attack the U.S.S.R. in 
the columns of the organ of finance capital, "The Finan
cial Times." At the same time Sno\vden tried to per
suade the British workers that Cook was a traitor and 
agent of insidious Moscow. Citrine, the new Secretary 
of the General Council, decided that the British Labour 
movement must aid the British reactionaries in their 
aggressive plans against the U.S.S.R. in order to take 
revenge upon Lozov?kY for publishing his pamphlet : 
" British and Russian \\'orkers," in which he refers in 
nnflattering terms to those who betrayed first, the 
General Strike, and later the miners' stru~gle. Citrine 
is a comparatively young trade union official who attained 
the position of secretary of the Trades Union Congress 
by posing as a representative of the Left \Ving. He is 
insured against dismissal by the tradition prevailing in 
the trade union movement that officials must be perman
ent, and nmv he is doing ali he can to please Thomas 
and those whose moods and aspirations Thomas ex
presses. On the 7th January, this new adjutant of J. H. 
Thomas, \\Tote the following: 

Citrine's Politeness 
"\\'e admit that the break-up of the Anglo

Russian Committee may encourage the forces of re
action in our country, '' ho would only be too glad 
to take advantage of ewry opportunity to break off 
diplomatic relations \Yith Russia and possibly also 
join an aggressive alliance against it." (Retrans
lated from the Russian.) 

This is expressed rather delicate}~·. Citrine knows 
perfectly well, of course, that there is no need for Great 
Britain to join an aggressive alliance against Russia, she 
has already done so. The alliance in the form in which 
it exists is- the work of Grea~ Britain.' But it goes with
out saying that Citrine, who has the effronter,_· to attack 
the miners, must be very polite \Yhen he deals with the 
mineowners' government. 

Citrine's idea, ho\\·e,·er, is perfectly clear in spite 
of the hypocritical form in \Yhich it is expressed. Citrine 
understands perfectly well trat his attempt to break up 
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the Anglo-Russian Committee will strengthen imperial
ist reaction. At the same time, however, having taken 
over the job of secretary of the Anglo-Russian Com
mittee, vacant by the death of Fred Bramley who worked 
so conscientiously for the formation of the Committee, 
Citrine has the impudence to declare that Lozovsky's 
pamphlet has filled the cup of endurance to overflowing. 
Parodying Lord Curzon he sends an ultimatum to the 
All-Russian Central Council of Trade Unions, demanding 
that the latter should repudiate the pampplet. 

'' Hands off China '' 
Baldwin's adjutants soon discovered that they hac: 

gone too far. In spite of MacDonald's warnings against 
Communist intrigues and against self-appointed organi
sations, a Labour Council for Chinese Freedom was 
established on the suggestion and \Yith the co-operation of 
the Communists In its programme this body demands 
the recognition of the Canton Government as the govern
ment of China, and the withdrawal of foreign troops 
from China. 

This Council is not very revolutionary in character ; 
its reformist members are ~triving all th~ time to erect 
a bridge bet\\·een MacDonald and the masses of the 
workers ; but the verv formation of this Council in itself 
shows that the attitude adopted by MacDonald Is not sup
ported by the workers and that artificial measures \Yere 
necessarv in. order to smooth out these differences. At 
the sa~e time " Hands off China" committees \Yere 
formed in a number of inc:u"'trial centres and the move
ment against the interventim, in China assumec1 a really 
mass character. 

Pressure on MacDonald 

This mass movement forced the Labour leaders to 
think hard. The Independent Labour Party, \Yhose 
official organ only quite recently praised the Chamber
lain memorandum, is no\\· compelled to come out clearly 
and distinctly and to demand the withdrawal of troops 
from China. The I.L.P. understands that it is no\\' <l 

question of leading a mass movement ,,·hich has arisen 
as a result of the initiative and leadership of the Com
munist Party, and cannot be pressed into the narro\Y 
limits of the official programme of the Labour Party. 
Even Ramsay MacDonald ha.s been obliged to make some 
concessions, at least in words. A.lthough he continues 
to praise Sir .-\us ten Chamberlain, he is nevertheless 
obliged to demand more sharply if not the complete 
withdra\\·al of the troops in China, at least that additional 
troops shall not be sent. He realises-it \Yas so obvious 
-that in spite of all the efforts of the official press the 
Government had hiled to convert the despatch of troops 
to China into a patriotic demonstration. The soldiers 
and sailors \\·ho \\·ent to war took quite \Yillingly the 
Communist anti-IYar leaflets, and il! spite of the fact 
that the "·hole of the capitalist press obligingly reported 
this fact and that the "Times" even published the name 
of the printer, J oynson Hicb did DC!t dare to prosecute 
th~ "traitors." 

),facDonald, of cour:-;e, had to drJ11· practical con
clusions from this state of affairs. Even the " Times '' 
,,·as obliged to note the "change" in ~IacDonJlcl',., 
attitude. As an example we will quote the follo"·ing 
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passage from the leading article in this leading bour
geois newspaper of February 3 : 

"What the real attitude of the Party may be on 
this present critical occasion it is almost impossible 
to understand. On the one hand, Mr. MacDonald, 
their leader, approves of the Government's proposals 
and of the negotiations with Mr. Chen, but protests 
against the dispatch of troops and talks recklessly 
in that connection of ' playing with fire.' \Vhen 
the news came that Mr. Chen had broken off nego
tiations because troops had been dispatched, he 
talked on the spur of the moment as though he en
tirelv sympathised with Mr. Chen. On the other 
hand, Mr. Thomas strongly supports the policy of 
the Government and repudiates attempts to make 
Party capital out of a dangerous foreign situation. 
Our Labour Correspondent tells us to-day that Mr. 
MacDonald is greatly criticised within his own 
Party for that is called his ' disingenuous ' attitude 
on the Chinese question and his apparent willing
ness to yield to Left "'ing tendencies.' 

Left Wing Gains 

In his speech in reply to the debate on the King's 
Speech, Sir Austen Chamberlain declared : 

" Mr. Trevelyan's position differs very con
siderably from the position occupied by the leaders 
of the Labour Party, Mr. MacDonald and Mr. 
Thomas." 

One cannot but agree that Sir Austen's assertion is 
correct. The amendment moved to the King's Speech is 
in sharp contradiction to the line of policy \Yhich 
MacDonald and Thomas have tried to impose upon the 
British Labour Movement. Xot onlv does this amend
ment protest against the despatch ~f armed forces to 
Shanghai; it demands the immediate '"ithdrawal of Jll 
British troops from China. The " Communist 
intrigue " against "·hich ::\IacDonald had uttered such 
desperate ,,·arnings finally resulted in the Labour Party, 
of ,,. hich ::\IacDonald is the leader, being compelled to 
move amendments in the House \Yhich contradict the 
ideas 1IacDonald has been desperately defending all the 
time, and the Labour Partv had to instruct l\Ir. 
Trevelyan, \Yho has ahYays sho~Yn sympathy towards the 
l'.S.S.R., to move these amendments. 

The activities of the servile Labour leaders on the 
Russian question \Yere still less successful than on the 
Chinese question. On the clay follmYing the appear
ance of Citrine's statement, to which \Ye refer abo;-e, 
t\yo members of the General Council, \\~ alker and Ben 
Tillett, publicly protested against this statement. .-\ 
fe\\· clays later George Hicks, the chairman of the 
General Council, \Yas compelled to repudiate his secre
tary. E;-en Citrine's friends realised that he had been 
over-zealous, and that his open attacks upon the 
U.S.S.R. generally and the Sm·iet trade unions in par
ticular, may still further shake the position of the 
General Council, "·hich, as it is, is not so secure. 

::\IacDonald also re,~ealed greater political sensitive
ness on the Russian question than his immediate col
leagues, Clynes and Sno\\·den. He realised that it might 
s:il1 he possible to help the gm·ernment to carrv out their 
anti-Chinese adventure if they could per~uade the 
'' orkers that the fight against the " mob " in China 
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did not imply war on China, and did not imply any 
aggressive action whatever against the U .S.S.~. \Ve 
will quote a short passage from a speech, delivered on 
February 2, by MacDonald in which his diplomacy 1s 
clearly revealed : 

'' So long as the government negotiates with 
Mr. Chen on the lines of the recognition of Chinese 
independence, liquidating those old treaties which 
were imposed by the opium and other wars that 
disgrace our history, I will be behind them to give 
them all the help I can. 

" Sir Miles Lampson is admirable. Mr. 
O'Mallev is admirable. I firmly believe that if 
anyone can settle things these men can." 

Some Camouflage 

And suddenly, in order to help his audience to digest 
his praises of the " admirable " agents of Stanley 
Baldwin, MacDonald turned to the Russian question and 
said: 

" I want the working classes of this country to 
be employed on Russian orders, but that will not 
happen until we have some sort of political agree
ment with Russia. 

" \\'hen you are told that in China the Bol
shevik influences are against us, what can you ex
pect? If you are unfriendly with your neighbour, 
have vou anv business to object to your neighbour 
being-unfrie~dly to you? " 

The style is Christian, but the idea is perfectly 
clear. MacDonald assumed, and perhaps it was Cham
berlain who suggested it to him, that it was impossible 
to mobilise the masses of the workers against both 
China and Russia simultaneously. He preferred, 
therefure, to pose as being friendly towards Russia and 
in this way to screen the immediate preparations that 
are being made for war upon China, and the conspiracy 
being hatched against Russia. 

In the circumstances, however, there was nothing 
left for the Baldwin government to do but to say nothing 
on the Russian question. The times when the ruler of 
the waves could get others to pull chestnuts out of the 
fire for her have gone by, never to return. It has to pay 
in hard cash for assistance in its piratical plans. 
British Ministers for Foreign Affairs may still employ 
the old gestures and old customs, but Britain long ago 
lost her predominant position in international affairs and 
will never regain it. The British Government is nmY 
obliged to send British troops to China, whic~ is not 
very convenient in the present condition of affairs, and 
also Indian troops which is a dangerous thing to do in 
view of the attitude of the people of India towards the 
Chinese revolution. There was nothing else the British 
Government could do. 

The ruling class of Great Britain must also ponder 
over the fact that the effects of the General Strike have 
not been altogether removed. Among the masses of the 
workers a conviction is p:rowing that the General 
Strike in itself was a brilliant triumph of proletarian 
solidarity and that it was defeated only as a result of the 
treachery of the Gene.·al Council. Consequently active 
measures must be taken to prevent a repetition of 
strikes. 
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Diehards Disappointed 
Consequently the Baldwin Governmet;~t on the one 

hand must angle for a solution of the Chmese problem 
(insoluble for British imperialism, which refuses to 
abandon its privileges in China unless it is compelled to 
bv armed force). At the same time, the government 
must hurl fresh attacks against the trade unions, which 
are rallving the workers against the present rulers of 
England. Consequently, the British Government was 
obliged to disappoint its Diehard follqwers on tb~ 
question of Russia. 

It is no wonder, therefore, that the Diehards fet:l 
disappointed. The fact that nothing is said . abo~l 
Russia even if it is only a tactical man~uvre, Is evi
dence ~f the weakness of British imperialism. This 
weakness must be taken into account but it must not be 
exaggerated. The British imperialists will continue with 
even greater malice and zeal the work of attempting to 
crush the Chinese revolution and to prepare for a plot 
against the U.S.S.R. which, as we have s~own by the 
verv fact of its existence, strengthens the Chmese revolu
tio;! and inspires all the peoples here under the heel of 
British imperialism with hopes for their emancipation. 
The respite which has thus been obtained must be 
utilised to organise and mobilise all forces capable of 
combating the avowed and concealed enemies of the first 
workers' republic. 

"' e must concentrate our efforts especially on giving 
real and active aid to the victorious Chinese revolution. 
This revolution is meeting with a deeper and deeper 
response among the toilers of all countries of the world. 
This response explains ,,·hy the heroes of the Second 
International, "·ho for years have maintained a shameful 
silence while the blood of the Chinese people has been 
shed, have suddenly come out in the role of the cham
pions of Chinese liberty and Chinese independence. 
They wish to attach themselves to the broad mass move
ment in order to weaken it, and in order by soft words 
to weaken the vigilance of the Chinese people and of the 
\\"Orkers of all countries in the face of the dangers which 
still threaten the Chinese revolution. 

A Real Fight 
The Chinese revolution imposes upon the proletariat 

of all countries and particularly upon the proletariat of 
Great Britain concrete fighting tasks. They must pre
vent troops from being despatched. They must prevent 
these troops from being transported. They must reveal 
to the soldiers the true purposes for which they are being 
sent to China, they must prevent the manufacture of 
arms to be used for the suppression of the Chinese 
people. Sentimental resolutions are absolutely useless. 
On the contrary, phrases about the independence of 
China will only help the British Government to send 
excellent diplomats and not less excellent generals to 
fight against the Chinese people. 

The King's Speech dealt. only with two questions : 
both these questions are of colossal importance going far 
beyond the borders of the British Isles. These ques
tions are the continuation of the offensive against the 
British working class (which, of course, is part of the 
international offensive), and the military intervention in 
China, which is being undertaken as yet principally by 
Britain, but in which the British Government is trying 
to induce the other imperialist powers to take part. It 
stands to the credit of the Communist movement of all 
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countries and to the Communist movement m Great 
Britain in particular that it has managed to draw the 
masses of the workers into an active fight in support of 
Canton. 

The Second International is now making frantic 
efforts to bring under its influence the movement for the 
defence of the Chinese revolution. This is not a ne\\· 
trick. The Ceneral Council undertook to lead the 
General Strike in England in order to deprive it of 
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leadership. The German Social Democrats " success
fully " led the revolutionary movement in Cermanv so 
well that their efforts resulted in Hindenburg co~ing 
into power. 'Ve are nm\· witnessing a grandiose 
manceuvre on an international scale directed against the 
revolutionary movement in which 4uo million people are 
involved, and which in fact is directed against t11e whole 
imperialist system. As against this mana•uvre of the 
Second International we will hurl the slogan : '' Real 
and active aid fer the Chinese re\·nlution! " 
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